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		Week 16 Due 10pm Eastern December 24

		

		MarkB, Tuesday 17 December 2019 - 22:32:40

		

		The week 16 league file is on the league website.  Games are Due Tuesday December 24 at 10pm.  

I will be out of town over the holiday and so I will not be releasing the Divisional Playoff Round league file until the evening of Thursday

December 26.  IF all the games are completed and reported by December 23, I will send out the playoff league file that night.

There were two teams signing free agents this week.  Check the website for details.  There are no more free agent signings allowed

for the remainder of the season/playoffs.

The AFC playoff teams are set,  

The only changes could be swapping of seeds.  Vancouver and Tampa Bay would swap seeds if Vancouver losses to Rolling Green

and Tampa Bay beats Cleveland.  If Edison wins and Alabama losses, they would swap seeds.  If Tampa Bay and Vancouver win and

Edison losses, the Tampa Bay and Edison swap seeds.

1. New York (14-1) First Round Playoff Bye

2. Des Moines (10-5) First Round Playoff Bye

3. Vancouver (8-6-1, holds tie breaker over Tampa Bay)

4. Alabama (10-5)

5. Edison (9-6)

6. Tampa Bay 8-6-1

In the NFC

1. SW Florida (12-3) First Round Playoff Bye

2. Barcelona (12-3) First Round Playoff Bye

3. Penn St. (11-4)

4. Bronx (10-5)

5. Bensalem (9-6)

6. Atlanta (8-7)

7. Kutztown and Warrington (7-8).

If Bensalem wins and Bronxc losses, then they would swap seeds.

If Atlanta wins and Bensalem losses, Bensalem is still the higher seed based on better conference record.

If Atlanta losses, then the winner of the Kutztown @ Warrington game is the #6 seed as both teams hold tie-breakers over Atlanta

Even if Penn St. wins and both SW Florida and Barcelona lose, Penn St is still the #3 seed as it lost to both head to head.

There are probably another scenario or two, but that is all I've uncovered for now.  If you see something else, let me know.

Play hard and have fun.

Mark
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